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Community Based Emergency Planning: Extreme Heat 

 
Workshop Goals: By the end of the session, you will: 

- Recognize the risks of extreme heat 
- Comprehend the City’s response actions during extreme heat, a heat emergency 
- Apply this knowledge to your community planning 
- Create an action plan for how you will respond to extreme heat 

 
What is extreme heat? Temperatures that hover 10 degrees or more above the average high 
temperature for the region, last for prolonged periods of time, and are accompanied by high humidity 
 
Who is most at risk? People who spend time outdoors, seniors, children and people with health 
conditions or without adequate cooling devices  
 
Why is it so dangerous? Extreme heat is one of the most significant hazards that affects New York City 
and causes more fatalities annually than other extreme weather event in the United States. 
 
What is New York City’s response? 

- Alerts the public of the risks and resources available through various messaging channels 
including Notify NYC, the Advance Warning System and the Citizen Corps Network among others 

- Opens Cooling Centers which are air conditioned spaces that typically operate during daytime 
hours and are free and open to the public 

- Distributes hydrant spray caps because opening hydrants without a cap results in a drop in local 
water pressure and threatens firefighting capabilities 

- Enhances homeless outreach 

What can you do? 
- Share messaging about how to stay safe and cool 
- Encourage people to use air conditioning or help people get to an air-conditioned place, like a 

cooling center, if they cannot stay cool at home 
- Check the Cooling Center Finder at nyc.gov/beattheheat or call 311 to find out what cooling 

centers are open in your community for a place to stay cool 
- Check on your neighbors 
- Make sure people are drinking enough water and pay special attention to the elderly, the very 

young and anyone with a pre-existing medical condition or who is spending time outdoors 
- Members of the community over 18 years of age can request spray caps from FDNY firehouses 
- Residents who rely on life sustaining equipment can register with their utility provider to be 

alerted if there is potential for a power outage 
- Share resources: 

o Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) is a federally funded program that assists low-
income New Yorkers in a heat or heat related energy emergency.  

o NYC Emergency Management Beat the Heat Guide at nyc.gov/readynewyork 


